fixed radius r.
Another less obvious example is the set of stars of points p e R by a covering <%. If °)¿ is a covering of R, then the star of p by % is the union of all the sets of ■?/ which contain p. 1 n symbols we write S(p, °U) = (J {U \ Ue^¿;peU}.\fqe S(p, <¥), then p and q are both contained in some set U of^U, thus/? e S(q, *%).
In this paper we examine the effects of this property of symmetry on other known topological properties. For example, in a symmetric collection point finiteness is equivalent to star finiteness (Lemma 3.2). Using this property we obtain a number of equivalent conditions for metrizability, strong metrizability, the star finite property (strong paracompactness) and complete paracompactness.
In this paper "regular" means "regular and Tx", and neighborhoods and neighborhood bases are not restricted to open sets.
II. Some metrization theorems. A collection °)l of subsets of a topological space R is locally finite (countable) if every p e R has a neighbourhood which meets only finitely (countable) many elements of °>/. It is point finite (countable) if every point of R is contained in at most finitely (countably) many sets of ^.
A Hausdorff space is said to be paracompact if every open covering of R has an open locally finite refinement.
A space is fully normal if every open covering % has an open A-refinement "P~, that is, an open covering for which the stars S(p, P~) form a covering of F which refines tf¿.
It is easy to see that these sets satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Proof. The condition is sufficient. Since R is regular, {Cl (Un(p)) I « = 1,2,...} forms a neighborhood basis at p.
Set Sl(p) = R-[J{Cl (Un(r)) \pfCl (Un(r))}, S2(p) = Cl (Un(p)).
Since Wn is closure preserving for every n, S\(p) is an open set containing p. We must show that (i) q £ Cl (Un(p)) implies S2(q) n S\(p)=0.
(1) q $ Cl (Un(p)) implies pfCl (Un(q)) by (b).
Suppose there is a point x in S2(q) o Sl(p).Then x e S2(q) = Cl (Un(q))-xe Sn(p) implies x ^ U (Cl (£/»(/■)) \pfCl (Un(r))}, that is,/» £ Cl (Un(r)) implies x £ Cl (i/»(r)).
But/z £ Cl ([/"((/)) by (1) . This implies x £ Cl (Un(q)), which is a contradiction. Thus S2(p)nSi(q)=0.
Now we show that (ii) q e Sk(p) implies S^O^Cl (Un(p)). If qeS\(p), then <7 ¿ (J {Cl (t/n(r)) | p ¿ Cl (£/n(r))}, that is, (2) p i Cl (£/B(r)) implies? ¿ Cl (t/n(r)).
Suppose x £ Cl (C/n(/z)). Then/z £ Cl (Un(x)) by (b). From (2) we haveq$Cl (t/n(x)) which implies x £ Cl (Un(q)) = S2(q). Thus (ii) holds, and R is metrizable by Theorem 2.1.
Next we prove the necessity. Let F be a metric space. Then nPn={S(p, l/n) \peR} is an open covering of R for each n. Since R is paracompact, "P~n has a closed locally finite refinement ^ln [4, Lemma 1] .
We note that for each « and p, S(p, ^n) is a neighborhood of p, for p e R -\J{U\UeWn,p$ U}<=S(p, Thus {Sï/z, ^J I «= 1, 2,...} is a neighborhood basis at/z. From the local finiteness of <?/" and the fact that Ue<%" implies U is closed, we have q e Cl (S(p, ^n))
implies p e Cl (5(z?, #")).
Since tf/n is closure preserving SPn = {S(p, ^/n) \ p e R} is closure preserving also.
III. The star finite property. A covering <W of a topological space /? is said to be star finite (countable) if each set of °)l meets only finitely (countably) many other sets of "P.
If every open covering of R has an open star finite refinement, then we say that R has the star finite property, or R is strongly paracompact.
Michael [4, Lemma 1] has proved that in the definition of paracompactness the word "open" used in referring to the refinement may be replaced by the word "closed", or even deleted completely. This does not hold for the star finite property, for any Tx space F has the property that every open covering has a closed star finite refinement. We can take the refinement to be {{p} \ p e R).
However, we can obtain results similar to Michael's if we adopt suitable restrictions. For this see §II(iv), (v), and (vi) of Theorem 3.1. Proof. Let U(p0) be an arbitrary set of aU. The collection {U(p) \ p e U(pQ)} contains only finitely many distinct elements of %, say U(px), U(p2),..., U(pk). This follows from the point finiteness of ^l and the fact that p e U(p0) implies Po e U(p).
Similarly, for i'= 1, 2,..., k, the collection {U(p) \p e U(p<)} contains only finitely many distinct elements, say U(piA), U(pit2),..., U(pi¡rm).
Let us denote by ^(p0) the finite collection {U(pi,,)\j=l,2,.. .,r(i);
i=l,2,...,k).
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Now suppose U(q)C\ U(p0)=í 0. Then there exists an r e U(q) n U(p0).
re U(po) implies U(r)=U(px) for some ;'. Since re U(q) then qe U(r)=U(pt), hence U(q)=U(pitj) for some/ Thus U(q) is an element of the finite collection (Po) and <?/ is star finite. We now prove Il(iii) => II(iv). In the proof we use the following (standard) notation. The star of a set A by a covering Ql is the union of all the sets of °ll which meet A. In symbols, S(A, <%) = {J{U\ Ue<%;UnA¿0}.
Since S(A, <%) is a set, we may speak of the star of S(A, <%) by <2r, and we write S(S(A, %), <%) = S2(A, <%). Thus inductively we may define Sn(A, %) for any positive integer «.
From Lemma 3.2 it follows that {U(q) \ q e S(U(p), <%)} is a finite collection. In a similar manner, it follows that {U(q) | q e Sn(U(p), *%)} is a finite collection for every positive integer n.
Suppose Cl (U(p)) n Cl (U(q))¥: 0. Then there exists an r such that U(r) contains a point x of U(p) and a point .y of U(q). Hence U(q) e (U(q) \ q e S2(U(p), <%)} which is a finite set. By hypothesis, y has a locally finite refinement <%={U(p) \peR} such that a e Cl (U(p)) implies p e Cl ((7(a)). Ill => I. This result has been obtained by Smirnov [14] . We sketch the proof, for completeness.
Let iP be an arbitrary open covering of R. By hypothesis, iP has an open star countable refinement, aU={Ug \ ß e B}.
Since {UB | Ug<^Sn(Ua, $/)}, «=1, 2,... is countable, we may assume that °ll consists of open sets, Ur,t, y e V, i= 1, 2,... such that C/y>( n t/M = 0 for y + 8.
Put Í/, = U*™ i ^y.i-Then i/ is both open and closed in R. If we choose one set Uy-l for each y e T, this will be a discrete collection and countably many such collections make up °li. Thus °U is a a-discrete refinement of #¡ and R is paracompact.
Since R is paracompact C/r is paracompact for y eF, and {i/y,f | /= 1, 2,... IV. Strongly metrizable spaces. We recall Nagata's [11, Theorem 1] characterization of a metric space. A regular space is metrizable if and only if it has a base consisting of countably many locally finite open coverings. A regular space R is said to be strongly metrizable if it has a base which consists of countably many star finite open coverings. We say such a basis is a-star finite.
In Theorem 4.1 we characterize strongly metrizable spaces by a number of equivalent conditions, some of which appear to be considerably weaker than this definition, while one, (ii), appears to be stronger. To show 01™ is star finite, let N™A be a set of 0^1 Then for ft, e A, N™A c £/","". Suppose
(1) A^Ar,A«S"^0.Then (2) £/,.," niV^./0.
By the construction of A^fÀ', this implies that A' consists of those indices ß' for which Un_Bo n f/n>j8 / 0. Since this is true for only finitely many ß', then only finitely many A' can satisfy (2), hence only finitely many JV£*L satisfy (1). Next we show that for every open set G and each point p e G there exists an « and a k such that S(p, 3i™)^G. Since <W is a basis for /?, there exists an « and a /?" such that p e C/n>io c G. Also there exists a A0 such that /» e i/n,Ä for /? e A0, and ptUn,B for/S^Âo. ThenfteAo.
Since peUn,Bo, p $ R-Un¡Bo = (~\k = x V¿*Bo. Thus there exists a k such that F £ Fn(!i0-For this « and k, let us consider ^S,w. If p e NgA then since p $ V£Bú, we must have j80 e A. Hence N¡&<= Un.ta, i.e., S(/z, «»)c(/,,JocG.
Thus {Si/z, ^¡,w) | «=1, 2,... ; k=l, 2,...} is a neighborhood basis at p.
Moreover £r°nk = {S(p, 01™) \ p e R} is star finite since J^' is, and it is symmetric.
This proves II(i). II(i) => II(ii) => Il(iii) is obvious.
Il(iii) => II(iv). By Lemma 3.2, ^¿n is star finite. Since by hypothesis its sets are open, then #" is also locally finite. Thus II(iv) holds.
II(iv) => II(v)
. By hypothesis, R has neighborhood bases {Un(p) | « = 1,2,...} such that <%n is locally finite and symmetric. Since R is regular, {Cl (Un(p)) \ n= 1,2,...} is a neighborhood basis at p. By Lemma 3.3, Cl (<?/") = {Cl (Un(p)) \ pe R}is star finite.
Put
for A a finite subset of F', where F' is a subset of F such that/?, q e R',p=íq implies Un(p) # Un(q). Then p xt A means p e R' -A. VnA is closed.
As in the proof of I => II(i) we can show that yn = {Vn^ | AcF'; A finite} is a star finite covering of F.
Since yn is not an open collection, the fact that it is star finite does not necessarily mean that it is locally finite. yn can easily be shown to be locally finite, however, from the local finiteness of Cl (Un).
Suppose p0eVnA. Then Vn¡^Cl(Un(p0)). For assume p0eR'-A. Then Poe ^n,AcCl (F-Un(p0)), which contradicts the fact that Un(p0) is a neighborhood of p0. Thuspo £A and Kn,AcCl (Un(p0)). If p0 e R -R', then there exists a q0eR' such that Un(p0)=Un(q0). Then by the same reasoning, a0 e A, and p0eVn,A^Cl(Un(q0)) = Cl(Un(Po)).
Hence S(p0,yn)^Cl(Un(p0)). Clearly a strongly metrizable space is metrizable. The converse is not true. A connected strongly metrizable space F must have a countable base. For let = (J™=i <?/" be a a-star finite open basis for F. From the connectedness of F it follows that each *n is countable, therefore ^ is a countable basis. Thus any connected nonseparable metric space provides a counterexample.
V. Complete paracompactness. We shall call a regular space completely paracompact if every open covering of F has a refinement which is a subcollection of an open covering öll = \_)t=i *n» where each % is an open star finite covering of R. This definition is due to Smirnov [14] .
We shall see that for metric spaces, complete paracompactness is equivalent to strong metrizability (Corollary to Theorem 6.1).
The similarity between the definition of complete paracompactness and Michael's Zarelua [19, Theorem 3] has shown that a regular space with the star finite property is completely paracompact, and every completely paracompact space is paracompact. Nagata's example and the example on page 438 show that the converse of these statements is not true. set in such a collection by UnMi,y); i= 1, 2,... ; y e Yn, and put Uiy) = \Ji^=i Fn,fl(i,y); where we take a subset Tn of Bn so that U™ n [£*>= 0 for y, â e Tn, y^S. If we choose one set Un,m,y) for each y e Tn, this will be a discrete collection, and countably many such collections make up <%n. Thus ^=(J"=i *n is a-discrete, ®' is a-discrete also and F is paracompact.
Thus y refines #¡ and F satisfies I(i). I(i) => II(ii) => N(iii) is obvious. H(iii) => II(iv)
Since Uin is closed in F it is paracompact, hence there exists a closed covering of Vi?\ {Fn,m,n I 1= 1, 2,.. •} such that F,í(1.y)c[/n,í(iJ); f= 1, 2.
Since F itself is paracompact, there exists a closed covering {F'n,ß \ße B'n; n e {1, 2,...}} of F such that Fiß^Un,ß for every ßeB'n,ne {1, 2,...}. For every n and y e Fn, we form a countable closed covering lFn<y of t/£y) as follows : by (1) and (2). Moreover, because of (4) {"n,y,fc+l ^ "n. Consider the collection ^n={Vn.ß n v4a | ße Bn}. Since this collection is star finite, Aa may be written as the union of disjoint open and closed sets, each of which is the union of countably many elements of <?/£. Since Aa is connected, there can be only one such set. Hence $/% is countable for each « and a. It follows that the collection {Uniß n Aa \ ß e Bn; « = 1, 2,...} is countable for each a e sé. If sé is countable, clearly Ql is countable, as is <%'. For each U e W there exists a Vey such that £/<= V. The collection of all such elements F is a countable subcovering of y, hence F has the Lindelof property. Now we assume sé is uncountable. The collection {U n Att \ Ue<%'} is a countable open covering of Aa. Since y4a is a closed subset of a completely paracompact space, Aa is completely paracompact, hence paracompact. Then by a theorem of Morita VI. Dimension. There are three basic ways in which the dimension of a topological space is defined: covering dimension, or Lebesgue dimension, (dim) which is the dimension defined by finite open coverings; small inductive dimension, or Menger-Urysohn dimension, (ind) the dimension defined inductively in terms of neighborhoods of points, and large inductive dimension (Ind), the dimension defined inductively in terms of neighborhoods of closed sets.
Katëtov [3] and Morita [8, Theorem 8.6] have proved that for a metric space R, dim F = Ind R, and it is obvious that ind Fálnd R generally holds. Roy [13] has
shown that in a metric space the reverse inequality does not necessarily hold. However for a strongly metrizable space the three basic definitions of dimension are equivalent. Zarelua [19] has proved this, and in this section we give a proof different from his.
Theorem 6.1. For a metric space R and an arbitrary property P of families of subsets of R, the following are equivalent:
(i) R has a basis <^=U"=i ®n, <%n={Un,B \ ß e Bn}, <%n a covering of R, where for every « the collection <%n has property P.
(ii) Every open covering of R has a refinement <%' which is a subcollection of =U«°=i ^n, ^n = {Un,ß | ße Bn}, Wn an open covering of R, where for every n, the collection ^n has property P.
Proof, (i) => (ii) is obvious.
(ii) => (i). For every «, "Pn={S(p, l/n) \ p e R} is an open covering of R. By hypothesis, "P~n has a refinement <%'n which is a subcollection of ^n = Um = i ^n,m, where ^">m covers R and has property P.
Then <*>/= (J"m , j ^/n>m is a basis for F, where ■?/"," covers F and has property F. If, for example, property P is that <%n is a star finite collection we have the following:
Corollary.
For a metric space R complete paracompactness is equivalent to strong metrizability. This has been proved by Zarelua [19, Lemma 3] . We can apply this result to prove an interesting theorem in dimension theory, if we take property P to be that °?/n is a locally finite collection of open sets such that dim (¥r(U))Sm-l for every (/e*n. Proof. We may apply Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
In proving "if", we may extend °ltn to a covering of F, as demanded in Theorem 6.1 without spoiling its properties by adjoining F to it.
Applying Theorem 6.3, we obtain an alternate proof of a theorem of Zarelua which implies ind (Fr (Xn,y,())èm -I.
By the induction assumption and since every subspace of a strongly metrizable space is strongly metrizable, we have (2) dim (Fr(Xn,yA))Sm-l, and Xn,yA<z vnyi. For fixed « and /, the collection {Xn¡yA \ y e Tn} is discrete. Thus we get countably many discrete collections which together form an open covering refining fP. Then by Theorem 6.3 we have dim RSm. Corollary 6.5 (Zarelua) . In a strongly metrizable space R, Ind R = \nd R = dimR.
VII. Some mapping theorems. It seems to be unknown whether the star finite property is invariant under a closed continuous mapping / of a space R onto a space S, such that f~\p)
is compact for every p e S, i.e., a perfect (or proper) mapping.
Ponomarev [12] has proved that if R is a Hausdorff space having the star finite property, and/is a (multi-valued) open and closed continuous mapping of R onto S, such that the images/(x), and inverse images fi~1(p) are compact for every x e R,p e S, then S has the star finite property.
In this section, we prove some mapping theorems by imposing the condition that/be monotone, i.e.,f~\p)
is connected for each pe S.
Theorem 7.1. Let fbe a perfect, monotone mapping of a regular topological space R having the star finite property onto a topological space S. Then S is a regular space having the star finite property.
Proof. Since R is regular and paracompact, it is normal, thus S is normal by a theorem of Whyburn [18, Theorem 9] . Now we need to show that S has the star finite property. Suppose S(f-\p),y) n S{f-\q\r)* 0. Then every K«,i€> in S(f-\q),r) must be an element of the countable family of sets of y which are contained in Sn(V8(lfP), y) for some «. Only countably many finite collections can be made up from sets taken from this countable family, thus S(f~i(q),y) is an element of a countable family, and {S(f~1(p), ir)\pe S} is star countable. It follows that {(U?ipí ^i(i,p))o I P e S} is star countable, and therefore Jt is star countable. By Theorem 3.1 this implies that S has the star finite property, thus the theorem is proved. By Theorem 6.1, a completely paracompact metric space is strongly metrizable. These results together with Theorem 7.5 prove the corollary.
